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-.I T J ~V"8 }31 1.0 (till W1der 0 ath) 

CRO ~jS- '~: ~ \I iI l'. . TIOD BY I\1J.-l. ATT '·'I:=LL (Continued): 

BI EO 

r,~ r. Biko, before 

the a d journment we were referring to the transcript of the pro

ceedings at a Sharpeville commemoration meeting anel speeches by 

Dr. Aubrey Mokoape, accused no.4, and one Earry "in8h. I think 

we eo t to Harry Singh' s speech. NON pag e G of your doclunents. 

Harry o ingh s tarted off : "P ower anJ 301idari ty, Dlack people, 

the 21st of Tilarch lS a day the Black man will remember. 

It is the clay vvhen all of us here ]mow that the massacre (10) 

that happened at Sharpeville, that Sharpeville didn't 

start thirteen years ago. Sharpeville started way way 

back when that longhaired paleface terrorist by the 

naIne of J :Jn Van Riebeeck landed here. It was then that 

the plunderinG, the massacre, the rapine and t h e brutality 

aeainst our Blacl{ people was carried on, and carried on 

up to this very moment. Any time, anyone minute in a 

little corner of South Africa, you \vill e;o t ::It least 

ten people, and that is a very conservative estimate, 

ten people being either raped, brutalised, terrori s ed or ( ?O) 

being flogg ed to death on the White farmf3, being flogGed 

to death by a White. That is the bastard nation in 

-South Africa because he has no right to live in ;)outh 

Africa. He came over and took the country by force of 

guns, by no marriage at all. The people who have a 

rieht to ~30uth Africa are we '31ack people and we shall 

fight for our cOlmtry back again. ~e mus t al so remem-

b er that Sharpeville and Langa haven't st opped. They 

\vil1 continue happ ening , they v/ill c ontinue happ elJi n[~ 

daily un til the time t hat every Black man has v/on his ( 30) 

f r eedom.l • •• 
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free dom, even i f it takes ten Bl a ck men t d ro}") ~ very 

minute, the r e are others who will f ight on, \~ ho \'lill 

fight relentlessly until 'v~ have our l at1d back. For 

too long now the 1Nhite man has ha d it very cU 2hy. 

He has had his guns and his La w and his I.J a.'N says tha t 

the Black man Caru10t defend hims elf. h e rnu:.., t be shot 

down. (Vomen must be shot do wn and if there are 

people who are protesting they must be shot down. 

They must be raped. The "c,lhi te man has ,rrot his cars. u 

An eye f or an eye and a tooth for a tooth. You have (10) 

also learnt the Ii ttle bit which that ',Vhite fool h a G 

been teaching his children when our wives, when our 

mothers have been raped and kicked. \Ye have now 

riched a point where we can also sayan eye for an 

eye and a tooth for a tooth . ':Ve a re en terint? the 

322nd year of the limbo slavery which was forced upon 

us by the \Vhi te pattern. 

The time has come for all of u s h ere to s tart thinking 

v ery seriously about our future anu e xactly \?h a t s trategy 

we a re to use." - (20) 

And he goes on on the next pag e, at about the; \Vhitc man becoming 

afraid. And the second paragraph : n · .... ie have rea ched the 

crucial point in our struggle. '~'/ e have to malre important 

decisions about our survival or the suffering that we 

must carryon in this Gestapo type attacks on our 

families and our homes. No property in the entire worl d 

even collecti vely would surpas s the atroci tie s , the 

brutalities, t hat are being c lrried out on the Black 

people in South Africa. .An 1 t he s e are being perpe-

tra ted by the "baas", by t he "baas " p r otGctors , I bee ( 30 ) 

y our pardon, of this Fasci s t ~] t at e, this [;lad ';lhi te 

st t e/ ... 
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state of ours. The people who rule by- force, by 

guns, by saracens vall do anything . A s lately in 

fJundini helicopters 'Ncre flo\flll1 out and the armed 

force for people who were defenceless, who Viere only 

asking for a - begging actually, for a decent living 

w··ge, and this :.'hite GoveITlment's policy vias to 

send out the army, the helicopters, the army In 

camouflage suits, and the excu.J e was that the 

helicopters were just flying around on a practice 
. seSSlon. You shoUld have realised by now that uespite 

the politicians here people are not isolated. This is 

one master plan by the \'lhi te man to subjugate us, to 

l{eep us in an entire subjugation a.nd to keep us 

voiceless. Our answer for this life anJ death problem 

must be a concerted action as Black peopl(3." 

And he carries on in the same vein that the Blact man should 

stop si tting dO\flm and taking ever;ything that the \'n1i te man has 

c iven him, etc. :Now this type of thing, ':Tere these people 

acting wi thin the mandate, or wi thin the ambi t of B:!? C policy? 

(10) 

--- I \'vould not be able to say that with p recision, becau:'3C I (20) 

have not really studied this document, I have just sort of 

looked while you were reading. I would say that certainly 

it would appear to me they are speaking as in<lividuals. I 

don't think they were there to represent BPC or to sellout 

:L3PC policy. They were stating their feelin~s on iS3ues from 

the vlay the speeches run. I mean of cour.:.> c you noticc there 

is a bi t - of a -tiifferertcG be-t,;;ieeii 'the two sp 8eches. I think 

the first one, at least the comments by l':i oko ap e, are more or 

less so far as I can see Y/hat one mieht call fair comm ent . 

They are cert a inly hard words, but they are f ai r comment all ( JO ) 

th8 ;:;amc./ •.• 
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the sarJe. There are parts of l lr. Sin h' s s pe ech vvl1:L ch a re 

a Ii ttle bi t excessive. .'.gain I was not at thi ~~ l)a r ticular 

meetine· I don't even Imow if the particular transcripts 

for instance h ave been vouched for. 

Let us assume for one moment that they are correct? ---

Yes, but certainly as I say in T','Ir. Sing h's s p eech there a re 

parts which are a bit excessive. 

','1oulc1 you have a look for in ~J ta.n ce a t the second last 

page, ,you v'Till find Dr. Aubrey Mokoape win ds up the meetinG 

VIi th : "Brothers and sisters, I thinlc thes e words have been (10) 

--

spoken by no less authority but by Reverend Bartman, 

who fel t that the 'Nhi te man has become sub-hul"'~ 8J1, that 

the \rmi te man is in the way, haG become a devil, that 

the \'lhi t e man has become a beast and that he can only 

be helped by one thing, by quite quic kly removing him." 

Yes. 

r,i : ~ . :) 0 (}GOT: 1.Iy Lord, if I may interrupt, the words "qui te 

quickly" as I understand it was not common cau s e. The a ccused 

found that indistinct anJ. that was not admitted to. 

Very well, LTy Lord, ..coor -1-' J. , 1.1 8 purposes of this (20) 

particular witness's con-unents we can leave ou t the words "qui te 

quickly" there. -- Did you pO ~J e me a question? 

Yes, now I was saying that you could still consi der that 

to be fair comment? --- Well, one would be able to )mow what 

Bartman said, bu t as far as I ca.rl s ee he V13.8 re f erring to a 

speech made by Bartman. N ow I knO\7 Re v erend Bartman v ery well, 

he is a minister of the Methodi s t Church, a v e ry r easona ble 

man. If he made a.n a s s ertion lil:e thi~3 on e tha t '/lhi te s h 8.v e 

b ecome sub-human , he would develop t hat lOGi c , h e './oul d ill u-

s tra te "T . at he means . How it is v c r y d i f fi cult nov-, t o t : l~ e 

this w~ th0ut that context. ( )O ) 

I l l ' / - ) ... 
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But genel"'ally speaking .0.; .. IIoko ap c's statement!] you 

feel are fair comment? -- Illost o f them, yes. 

And represent what BPC feels? -- ',Vell, I meaJl I don't 

necessarily Im ow if BPC has conunented on all the thines he 

speaks about. But I would say he speaks lil~e a BPC man. 

Now is it in fact true that at virtually all the confe rences, 

gatherings, Sharpeville meetines, that you people in BPC and 

SASO organised, one finds ministers, Black ministers, who were 

present and normally addressed the s atherings and 011.0 finds 

Black poetry an d/or drama and/or music? ', Vhich is pres ented, (10) 

mr. Biko? --- I think the form varies from campus to campus. 

The usual form at UHB vvas normally tha t of a service 

first followed by a few speeches. The sernc e woul d be an 

authentic service conducted by a respectable minister anc1 

thereafter of course there would be the speeches from either 

SASO or BPC or the communi ty at laz r; e. 

And poetry? --- Now and then ,you vloul d f ind poetry. 

And at G3C t s and/or conventions of EFe, dramas pr8;ented, 

Black music, poetry read and that sort of thin,c;? --- In ~]A r)o 

Dleetings yes, at BPC meetings not the on es I attended. 

r,~r. Biko, you r.rvere re8tricted In r'.'T a rch, 1973? --- Tha t lS 

correct. 

'\~fuat were the terms of your restriction? --- ")ell, the 

usual terms. Prohibiting me from attendinG c ath erincs which 

(20) 

are described, official gatherings, and other typ e s of Gather

ings, confining me to the Kingwilliams to vm mag isterial ~rea , 

p rohibi ting me from entering any s6~' c'all 'ed Bantu a ... ea or Coloured 

area or Indian area exc ept the on e v/here I s tay. P rohi bit ing 

me from worling within - at least fro m ont ering p remi ses of 

farctories, p ress a,n r.l s o on . r rohi bi tin£; me from compilinc , 

eui ting/ ••• 
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edi ting, disseminatine any public·"tion i n r.'hich Government 

policy is either defended or attacke d. 

\Vas your role in SASO and BPC aff ect ed there by? --- Yes, 

there was a prohibition also stoppin me from associating or 

tal<:ing part in the activities of ')1\;)0 , BPC and lately BCP. 

f\.nd this effectively cut you o f f from the main stream 

of 31\.)0 and B "C? --- Yes. 

How [ ingwilliams town as such, has i t ev e r been a particu

larly active or important area for ~~A,-_ O? -- not before I came 

to Kingwilliamsto\'vl1. 

But since then it has? --- It h a3 . 

(10) 

lilld that is responsible - is attributable to whom? --- ',Vell, 

I don't think it is entirely coincidental. I think becau0e I 

8.m there there ten ds to be a movement in and opt of LinC-

1.~iilliaJnstorm of people who are important to :3A30 and. BIJC 

W10 therefore find a way of t a llcing to tho local community. I 

think this is how the BPC branch in Kingv/illiaJn r..:town became 

settled, because people in the first place live and t h ereafter 

work in the context of the to \Vl1 ship • 

',"/ho \vere these p eople? --- I mentioned L~an~en .:'l a s one. (20) 

There '.'Y ere several others, people like BakHa? before he r-ot 

banned, several. 

Is that Jeff Balnva? --- Yes. There are mlli1y, I just can't 

recall them now readily • .. 

Any of the accused? --- I don't remember oeelDC anyone of 

them, 1~. Lekota passed once through there, either eoin3 to or 

from a meeting at Alice. 
not 

How wOll,ld this mean that you Y/e r e in fact/totally au fait 

wi th curren t events and happ ening s in BPC an ' _ IJA:jO? --- I think( 30 ) 

I kept/ ••• 
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I kept pret ty lell informed of t h e main t hinking . I mi [;ht 

not know any ne w actions for in f: tance, I mi g ht not know that 

there is a meeting in Stanger or something like tha t, but 

I have kept myself inform ed of the ma jor p olicy de velopments 

within BPe. 

I-lave there b een any policy developm en t s? --- Ve ry impor-

tant ones, yes. 

In which sphere or 1n vvhat ree ard? --- I thi111~ for i n s tance 

1n the last conference of B~ C they did s p ell out in more 

nreC1 s e terms the kind of future soci e t .? they ~ilere looking (10) 

forv'Iard to. 

?lhich convention do you h ave 1n mind novl? --- This 

conference in December last year. 

In December of last year? Yes. 

'"T-::I(""O 
\' Y "':~ 0 

Oh, after the accused were detained on ••• ? --- That 18 

co rrect. 

the 

'P, 11 'f ' e , unfortunately that Goe s outsid e t h e ambit with what 

we are busy with at the moment. Woul d y ou h ave been aware of 

any necessary shift in emphasis or anything lil<: e that between 

the period of your banning and the a rrest of the accu s ed for (20) 

in s tance? --- Yes, if there would hav e been a major :Jhi ft I 

viould have been aware. 

If it had been something really significant? --- Tha t l 8 

correct. 

If you /Jere approached by someone and a s k ed to re f er them 

to very significant people for ins tance In BPC, '/1110 would you 

\7ell, let us a s swne t hat thi s had happ ened before t he a rre s t 

of the accus ed? --- Before t h e a rr est of t he a ccus ed? I t hink 

it is conceiva ble I would h ave s ent t h em referr c~ t hem to 

s ome/ ••• 
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some of the accused. 

Such as? --- People like Ill r. Cooper. I am not sure now 

about the others. 1 had heard of him, I did not Imow him then 

but I could have referred people to him because he was respected. 

"/a s he respected? --- Yes. 

Accu~3ed no.4? --- lIell, as I sai(l earlier on Aubreyffij never 

really taken an executi ve posi tion so that if it W].s an oreani-

sational matter I would not necessarily refer to him. I would 

refer to him on other matters, like if one vvanted for in s tance 

an exposi tion - I regard him as a man vlho has n very g ood mind. (10) 

I could have referred people to him for that ;01'1; of thing. 

Accused no.9 as well I should imagine? -- That is correct. 

He was more with SASO really • 

... r 
--- leSe 

Now Vihere would you say the real power base of DPC is? ---

Are you talking about places or people? 

I am t alking about places? --- I think to a ,(I;reat extent 

Durban and Johannesburg. But I think nO'N also the 3astern Cape. 

Yes, but now if I may then limit the ambi t of the qU ~~ 8tion 

to before :Jeptember, or before the end of 1974? --- jJurban and (20) 

Joharulesburg , yes. 

\Yhy is Durban so insignificant? --- '"/ell, I thi nk one has 

got to look at it historically ag:J.in that from that area 

basically carne people who were very much ahe8..d in the l~X})0 :-3 i-

tion of Blac l: Consciousness in the country. Peop18 like 

Pi tyane, myself, Moodley, Cooper, we 'Nere ~11 in Durban, and 

in that sense it was conceivable that EPe would be 8trong in 

Durban. But a,~3. in this is not a streneth .JO mu.~h r e l 8,';ccl to 

numbe rs as it is re l ated to influen ce. 

Influence? --- Yes. 

Yes , that/ ••• 

(30) 
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that is why I t a l k ed about In fact the r eal p o \".re r 

base, forg e t about where the head office is or s o , n. --- ~{i ght. 

:lho decided that JohannesburG shoul d be the h ead office 

of BPC and why was it chosen? --- I haven't got a clue. 

You don't knovv? --- No. 

Do you lmow of any moves at any s t as e during BrC' s hi ~i tory 

to shift that head office from Johanne s burg anYiNhere el s e? ---

I think the question has been debate u . I C:J.nrlot p inpoint now 

precisely where. But people have tal ke d of it shiftin.s , but 

I don't remember a decision b e ing taken. 

To which place or places did they h ave In mind? --- ·,Vell, 

there was a stage when Cape Tom people wanted it there, ancl 

then there wa s always this \vrangling. Durban people wcm ted it 

in Durban, Cape Tovv.n })eople v.Janted it in Cape Town. But it 

has remained in J ohannesbur~~ . 

(10) 

~tlas anyone centre ever considered to be the p ossible al

ternate which was previously con~:3 ie.lered, or don't you lmow? ---

I cannot say. 

Now I run in terested in your p ers onal kno 'f'lle dC;8 now, which 

country in the surrounding South !\frica is the one through (20) 

which most of the people V/ho have been leaving for ~uerrilla 

training and coming have gone through? --- That is a queer 

question. I don't know anything about people who La ve left 

fGr guerrilla training . 

According to the newspapers and things do you ••• ? --- I 

have heard of training camps in Zambia for ins tanc e , but I have 

not heard how people g et there. 

You have not he a rd ho w they ge t t here? --- Ho. 

N o ~v do you Imow L1r. Sipho 13uthelezi? --- Yes , I Imow him. 

He was the previous ~3 ecretary-G en eral of BPC? --- Tha t i s (30) 

c orrc;ct. / ••• 
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correct. 

r'lhere lS he now, do you lmow? --- I Inlow tha t he 1 eft the 

country and I know that he went to Botswana. 

Mr. Nengwekulu? --- Ye3, I ]U1.0W him. 

·'/here is he noW? --- He is ln Bot S\lana. 

And Mr. BokvJe MaphWla? -- He l8 also in Bot svvana. 

T,1r. Jeff Bakwa whom you referred the court to? --- He lS 

also in Botswana. 

Ha ve you yourself had any cont a ct with the se people whilst 

they have been there? --- Yes. (10) 

---I I R. D In what connection? -- "Vell, when Th irD? di e d I g ot a 

phone call, I am not sure now which gentleman spoke to me, 

but one of the ;gentleman spoke to me about it. The:! had been 

app a rently trying to get through to Johannesburg and failing, 

and they wanted to inform S Oill e people inside the country that 

this thing had just hapPe1l.ed. I think it WQS a few hours aft er 

it had happened. So they asked me to phone somebody in Johannes-
, 

burg, I have for~otten who now, to try 3l1c1. g et the messag e 

through to the parents. 

And in other connections a part from Thiro's death a s 8uch?( 20 

--- I have also been phoned once in conn ection wi th s ome cul-

tural event that was going on there sometime in May. I . think 

there was a big cultural festival goinG on there. Somebody 

l!fctnted to find out some names of bands, what you call jazz bands, 

In my area. 

Any other? -- I can't r:-emember anything ~lGC specifically. 

When ~vas Southern. African Student s Niovement formed? --- I 

think this was formeu. during 1973, but I am not sure, ei thor 

1973 or 1974. 

Before or aft e r your restriction? --- It wao - well, moves(30 ) 

were rn a,de/ ••• 

_____________ IIIIIi-______ _ ~~ 
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were made during my time, but I think the actual culmination 

was af"~' 3r I had been banned. 

You probably know of the pro Frelimo rallies which wore 

held at a certain stage here in September, 19747 --- That 18 

correct. 

'Nas tiler'e ever going to be a rally in ]< ingwilliamstown7 ---

There was going to be one as far as I heard in East London. 

Not in KingwilliamstO\\a.l? --- Hot in King "lilliamstown. 

I want to turn to some of the specific things which you 

mentioned in your evidence-in-chief. Odd points. In Y'/hat (10) 

capacity did y uu a.ttend the July, 1968, DeLI conference? ---

No capacity at all. I had gone there for the purpose as I 

said, I had gone to can,vass oplnlon on this question of a 

Black Student Organisation. DCM was not a s t rictly •• (ina.uJible) 

organisation, individuals could ({,O to the conferenc e on their 

O\Wl. 

Did you go purely in all incli vidual capaci ty7 --- That lS 

correct. 

\'li th other people from Ul'lB7 --- There were repre s en tnti ves 

I think o f the UCM branch that V[8.S operative at UND, people (20) 

like Li~a ?ila zwai, Dr. Liza Mazwai and Leslie r,Tampe. 
BY TI'n~ COD (rr: 

'Jhat wa s the difference between UCM and I~U3A ~)? --- '.'lell, 

UCM was operating on a religious plane. Their starting point 

was an interpretation so to speak of religion, and they were 

not a federation of SRC's, they were not representing students, 

so to speak. They were just a society op 8 ra.tin~ on the campuses. 

Was it a religious body behind it, or V{(..LS it just a lot of 

people people who wanted to mix with th e students? --- No, a 

Chri::;tian Movement. 

','las t he r e any ideol08Y behin u i t at all? --- ',"/r;ll, there (30) 

Vias s ome/ •.. 
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was some kind of what you might call Christian liberalism, 

you know, which formed the basic ideology of I-CM but it was 

not any hard and fast philosophy.

It was sort of an American idea, or was it just a local 

movement? ---  It was a local movement.

!•!R . ATTV/3LL: Before I leave that point, on your return you

reported back to the UNB IRC is that c o r r e c t ? --- That is

correct.

"as this purely from something which you felt you had to

carry over to them or were you in fact asked by them to? ---  (1 0)

No, as I said in my evidence-in-cliief, when I got back to the 

campus, I was co-opted onto the SRC. I did not report in the 

sense of saying this was what happened. I actually canvassed 

the idea I knew and used the information I had from the UCI.Ï 

meeting to explain the point further.

Did you ever report back to the SRC or report to the SRC?

--- '.Veil, I could not really report because I was not sent by

the SRC.

So you didn't r e p o r t ? --- No.

Did you inform t h e m ? --- I did inform them. (20)

"/as this before or after your co-option onto the S R C ? ---

It was a.fter.

After your co-option onto the SRC? ---  Yes, of course I mean

I did speak privately to individuals, within the campus.

At that stage was accused n o . 4 on the SRC? ---  No.
Aik»* *

Not yet? ---  Not as far as I remember, I d o n’t think so.

V/hen did accused no. 4 get onto the SRC, can you remember

the date? ---  I think it was the 1Q69 SRC.

And for how many years was he on the SRC, do you know? ---

(3°)
Possibly two years, but I am not sure. You will have to ask him.

Then/...



Then turning to the oAL'O conference in 1369 July, when 

you were talking about the Executive I took down a noteKgwari

that was on the Executive? ---  Yes.

Of the GAoO elected at that conference? ---  that is correct.

V/ho is this Kgwari, is this this T-rs. Kgwari, who . . . ---

No, I was referring to her daughter, in fact I made a mistake.

I was talking of T.Iiss I.Ianana Kgwari. ohe did not in fact get 

onto the Executive. ohe had been on the interim, that was 

the one that was elccted at I.Iarian Hill.

And you say she is a relative of the later BTC president?

---  Daughter, she is her daughter. (10)

How many Gharpeville commemoration meetings have you

personally attended? ---  I think I must have attended one every

year since 1971.

Always in Durban, until your r e s t r i c t i o n ?--- That is correct.

Then you mentioned that one of the things behind the day 

of compassion was that you recall natural disasters. Do you

recall having said that? ---  Yes, that is right.

"/hat would the purpose be in recalling natural disasters?

--- '.Veil, as I said the significance of Compassion Day was pre
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cisely to let students inculcate some kind of social conscience(2G 

and to prepare themselves for service within the community, 

when they got into the community after studying. Go therefore 

anything that creates a state of need could be a good focal 

point for Compassion Day. That includes the natural disasters.

Did I understand you correctly in your evidence-in-chief 

to have said that Pityane or 3A30 had insisted or laid down a 

rule that there was to be no preaching or conscientising of the 

people during community projects? ---  Yes, I think there was

such an understanding, it was not a written code, but there

was such/...



was such an understanding. Thether it originated from him

or not I am not quite certain. But he used to insist on this 

sort of thing.

H o w  did you ever assist in the establishment of a BPC

branch at Edendale? ---  Edendale? I am not even sure if there

is one.

In other words so it couldn' t have been you t h e n ? --- I am

not sure. I mean I could have spoken to people about it, but I 

am not sure if there is an existing branch that I assisted you

know to form. (10)

Did you ever address meetings at Edendale before a ÏÏPC

branch existed there? ---  Yes, I spoke to groups at Edendale

long before 3FC was there.

How often did you address people in Edendale? ---  I can’t

- on IITC?

On B P C ? --- I don't remember addressing people on BTC,

at Edendale.

Did Bokwe ï/iaphuna, do you know the man? ---  Yes.

Did he ever assault a 7/hite policeman or anything? '.'/as he

involved in a case of assaulting a 7/hi be p o l i c e m a n ? --- Yes, (20)

I actually attended a court hearing where he was charged with 

assaulting a traffic cop which according to him was the actual 

reverse of what had happened. He had been clapped by a ’.Thite 

traffic cop and he went to lay a charge, and apparently the 

traffic cop on receiving notice of this decided to lay a counter 

charge and his case came first, so Maphuna n ow was in a situation 

where he had to answer why he beat up the cop, and in actual 

fact the cop had beaten him up.

7/as he c o n v i c t e d ? --- Yes, something like R20.00, I don't

know what it was. (30)

There i s / . . .
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There is a reference in one of the poems of Iiaphuna 

having done something along these lines. I am merely trying 

to ascertain whether there was such a thing. Your literacy 

training programme, was this based on the approach of any

specific person? ---  Yes.

v&\Ao PreiVe V/ho was that p e r s o n ? --- Paul Lafrere.

How I think perhaps could you just elaborate to the court

what he believed, what is his p o l i c y ? --- Veil, I think he

advocates what he calls education for self-reliance so to speak.

He believes that the orthodox methods of education which have (1 0) 

been standardised over history have got a certain inhibiting 

influence on the students and the pupils, and do not encourage 

creative thinking or reasonable thinking on the part of the 

students. I think the term "conscientisation" in fact originates 

from his philosophy about education. He believes that education
n 4-ci U

should direct itself/raising the level of critical awareness 

on the part of the receiver. He believes for instance that 

the old system of learning where you start with vowels and 

then you couple the consonants with them, and then you go onto 

words, is not creative. He believes in what he calls (20)
f

syllabic learning. You have got to take'worls that mean some

thing to the person you are talking to and you have got to 

create out of this particular word syllables and as soon as 

the person can recognise the particular syllable and pronounce 

it, he can form other words from those basic syllables and in 

this way his knowledge snowballs much faster. But of course

this whole philosphy is directed at adult education rather 

than kids.

Is it in other words education with another purp0 se as

well, not mere literacy? ---  I think it is education for (30)

education's/..•



education’s sake, but it is a type of education, you know, I 

mean any education is described ..('witness speaks indistinctly). 

N o w  you said in fact to your understanding he was the

author of this phrase "conscientisation"? ---  Yes, it appears

within his philosophy of education.

And is this the sense in which you described conscienti

sation to the c o u r t ? --- 7/hen we talk of yes.

./here is this man stationed; Paul Lafrere, do you know?

--- I d o n’t know where he is now, I think he has held various

positions at various universities and he was in the States sorae(lO) 

time back, I don't know where he is now.

Has his philosophy of literacy over been applied in any

other country or countries? ---  I think it is applied in Swaziland.

It has been applied throughout Latin America.

Latin America? ---  Yes.

BY Til3 COUi.iT: Don’t we have it in our schools too, I;Tr. Attwell? 

I.iR. ATTWELL: The Paul Lafrere method?

BY TII5 C O U R T : Well, they teach you to recognise words? I remem

ber when my sister was young she came home with a book and she was 

in the g ades, and there was a picture of a cheese in a plate (20) 

and she said "K-a-a-s" — "hoed", she thought it was a hat. 

r.JU. ATT .YELL: Is the example which His Lordship quoted the

sort of thing Paul Lafrere attempted to eradicate? ---  Well, I

c a n’t comment .you know.

You c a n’t ? --- Ho.

Do you agree with His Lordship that that is the sort of 

problem one finds? ---  (Court intervenes).

BY THE COU/tT: Well, that is criticism against the system, Mr. 

Attwell....

IY.l. ATT',/ELL: Does the Paul Lafrere method have a political (30)

bias?/.. .
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bias? ---  Veil, if you are holding on to power which depends

on the lack of awareness by those you are holding in your 

power, you can feel that it is very biased? against you,

but for the man underneath it is a welcome philosophy.

Is it something that has been applied by oppressed

people? ---  Sorry?

Is it something that has been applied by oppressed

people? ---  I think you do get groups in America usually -

using this particular system without any intention of following 

it logically to its political end if you like. (1 0)

V/hich groups in America do you have in m i n d ? --- Groups

that hehas been working with in America. I don't loiow which in ...

I.Iinority g r o u p s ? --- I would not particularly know who.

But I know that he has been working in America.

I think at this stage we could turn to the annexures to 

the charge sheet which we have now found out you were the

author of? ---  That is correct.

The article I Write what I Like by Frank Talk, My Lord, 

this will be in K.4(a) I think. will you have a look at - 

it starts from page 77. That particular article. I may (20)

refer you to page 78, the second page in this indictment. You 

say in the top paragraph : "To look for instances of cruelty 

directed at those who fall into disfavour with the 

security police is perhaps to look too far. One need 

not try to establish the truth of the claim that 

Black people in South Africa have to struggle for 

survival. It presents itself in ever so many 

facets of our lives. Township life alone makes it 

a miracle for anyone to live up to adulthood. There

we see asituation of absolute want in which Black (30)

will/...
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will kill Black to be able to survive. 'That is the

basis of the vandalism, murders, rapes, and plunder

that goes on while the real source of the evil,

Y/hite society, are suntanning, or on exclusive

beaches or relaxing in their bourgeois homes."

Are those your real sentiments? ---  That is correct.

Then in the second last paragraph in the lefthand columns.

"Clearly Black people cannot respect '.Vhite people

at least not in this country. There is such an

obvious aura of immorality and naked cruelty in (1 0 )

all that is done in the name of Vhite people. IIo
t

Black man no matter how intimated can ever be made to 

respect Y/hite society. However, in spite of the 

obvious contempt for the values cherished by the 

Y/hites and the price at which Y/hite comfort and 

security is purchased, Blacks seem to me to have been 

successfully cowed down by the type of brutality that

emanates from this section of the community." ---

That is correct.

Are those also your sentiments? ---  Yes. (20)

Then on the next - on the second paragraph on the right- 

hand column on the - page 11, - "This is a dangerous type

of fear, for it only goes skin deep. It hides underneath it 

an immeasurable rage that often threatens to erupt.

Beneath it lies naked hatred for a group that de

serves absolutely no respect. Unlike in the rest of 

the French or Spanish former colonies where chances of 

assimilation made it not impossible for Blacks to 

aspire towards being Y/hite, in South Africa '/hiteness

has always been associated with police brutality and (30)

intimidation/...
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intimdation, early morning pass raids, general 

harrassment in and out the townships, and hence no 

Black really aspires to be .'/hite. The claim by Whites 

of monopoly and comfort and security have always been 

so exclusive that Blacks see '.Vhites as the major ob

stacles in their progress towards, peace, prosperity 

and a sane society. Through its associations with 

all these negative aspects Whiteness has thus become 

soiled beyond recognition. At best therefore Blacks 

see Whiteness as a concept that warrants being des- (1 0)

posed, hated, destroyed and replaced by an aspiration 

with more human content in it. At worst Blacks envy 

White society for the comfort it has usurped and at 

the centre of this envy is the wish, nay, the secret 

determination in the innermost minds of most Blacks 

who think like this to kick 'Vhites off those comfortable 

garden chairs that one sees as he rides in a bus out of 

town, to claim them for himself.

Day by day one gets more convinced that Amy Cesaire

could not have been right when ho said : "No race (20)

possesses the monopoly on truth, intelligence, force,

and there is room for all of us at the rendezvous of

victory."

And in the very last paragraph of the article once a^ain you 

say : "One will therefore not be surprised if it proves very 

difficult to accept that there is room for all of us 

at the rendezvous of victory." -

Now 7/hat did you have in m i n d ? --- I think this article speaks

very well for itsolf, if you read all of it really. It is a 

commentary on the decadence of our society. It points out t h e (30)



rising animosity between Black and 'Vhite which has been 

brought about by history, and by throe hundred years of oppres

sion as our guys normally say, and my warning here is that if 

this situation is not corrected, can lead to a hardening of 

attitudes, especially on the Black side. Blacks may very 

well get to a position where they feel permanently that they 

cannot live side by side with V/hites. And this is a warning 

in a sense to society to perceive this trend.

where is the warning expressed in warning terms? ---

Throughout the entire - you have got to read the whole thing (1 0) 

in its context you see, and if you look at the title, right,

I am trying to eradicate the th irking that is prevalent in 

Y/hite society so to speak, which makes them operate from fear 

as a basis. In other words they do not necessarily look at 

things that are done by Blacks logically. They look at

them in terms of to what extent rio they threaten our position 

as Y/hite society, and this is the basis for police brutality 

for instance. You know the operation is such that one gsts 

the impression that Y/hite society wants to continually remind 

us of our position, you know, the way police ride around town- (20) 

ships for instance. There is no need for them to speed at the 

kind of pace at which they speed normally, but somehow as a 

sign of authority, as a sign of saying - "we are there", police 

vans just loom through townships and everybody has got to rim 

away from the police van because it is authority. How this 

sort of inculcated fear in Blacks, you know, a fear against 

authority, and I am saying this is an unhealthy fear because 

it is the kind of fear which means, if it goes unchecked, 

generates an uncontrollable response, some kind of blow-up. I

am trying to say our society because of these things is becoming(3f

very/...
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very sickly and it may get to a point where we may not be 

able to live side by side. Now if you want to pick up that 

theme you have got to read the entire article, not just pieces. 

'«There do you get a cause for a check on this system

that you ...? ---  I think it is endemic in the warning.

Can you refer us to any specific ... ---  I said to you

you have got to read the whole article, you have got to study 

that article. I mean this is a commentary on society, if you 

see what I mean.

This would have been circulated in the GA30 Newsletter (10 

in three, four thousand copies to Blacks all over the country?

---  That is right.

Specifically in campusses? ---  That is right.

And you say at the very end : "The stage is therefore

set for a very interesting turn of events." ---  'There

is this?

Right at the end there, the closing words of the article

that you wrote? ---  Yes.

what interesting turn of events do you have in mind? ---

I have got to read that paragraph first? (20

Yes, by all means. ---  Yes, I am saying, if you read the

paragraph, that the White strategy so far has been to systema

tically break down the resistance of the Blades to the point 

where the latter would accept crumbs from the '.Thite table. And 

on the other hand Blacks have shown that they reject this 

unequivocally, okay, and I am saying then the stage meaning 

what is to happen thereafter. Alright, it will likel.y be in

teresting. As soon as Blacks demonstrate beyond any doubt that 

they don't want Bantustans, GRGs, and 3AICs, we would like to 

see what Ur. Vorster will have to offer. (30

Is there/...



Is there an indication that Blacks -ill respect 'Vhites

if they change? ---  I think as I say It is endemic in the

warning, as I say, you have got to read the whole article, 

you have got to understand what it means, and you will see 

that there is no particular stance I am taking. I «m just 

commenting on society, right? And I am saying in my commen

tary what is going on is unhealthy, okay, and I am warning 

that it may prove even more unhealthy if it goes unchecked, 

íïhst T n  that kind of statement obviously it is - you can 

e. x.t.rc-pcst c.+ e a statement that if things improve things might (1 0) 

be better again at relations level.

How if this was a warning to whom is it directed? ---  To

both sides. I am against the kind of fear that is there in 

Blacks, this bottled up fear, in a sense I am trying to got 

Blacks to look at issues more positively and I am 'Iso against 

the kind of mentality that emanates from Thite society, which 

seeks to Promote that fear, in Black society.

BY THfc COURT: '.Veil, i s n’t it more correct to say that where 

you paint the picture and you show the inherent dangers, and

you say, well now, there is the nicture? ---  I don’t think it (20)

ends quite there, Hy Lord. I think it is the °r

the article, you know, shows that it is a warning to society.

H o w  any warning normally implies, even if it is tacit, that 

there should be changes.

Well, that is what I am suggesting, there is no express 

warning, there is a picture and from it appears inherent dangers, 

and you say well now, there is the picture. How whoever looks 

at it must see for himself how this picture affects himself?

---  That is correct.

HR. ATT’.VJjL: The paragraph on the le 'thand side on page 12, (30)

the second,/...
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the second last paragraph : "One can of course say that 

Blacks arc to blarae for allowing this situation to 

exist, or to drive the point even further, one may 

point out that there are Black policeman and Black 

Special Branch agents." ---  Yes.

"Take the last point first, I must state categorical

ly that there is no such thing as a Black policeman.

The Black man who props the system up actively has

lost the right to be considered part of the Black

world. He has sold his soul for thirty pieces of (1 0)

silver to find he is not in fact acceptable to the

'.Thite society he sought to join. He is - these are

colourtess White lackays who live in the marginal world

of unhappiness, they are extensions of the enemy into

our ranks. On the other hand the rest of the Black

world is kept in check purely because of powerlessness."

--- Yes.

H o w  what must the Blacks do, you condemn the fact that they

allow the situation to exist? ---  Yes.

What must they do? ---  I think for instance if a man kicks(20)

you in the back when you are innocent, or let us talk about the 

other guy we were talking about yesterday, the man who insulted 

his assistant who is under the ceiling. If the Black man had 

from the very beginning objected, that kind of relationship 

would not have developed, so that rny:;elf - the White man in that 

situation is to blame for insulting the Black man. The Black 

man is also to be blamed for allowing the situation to develop.

This is what I am trying to suggest to you. If he had said, no, 

you can't refer to me like that, I am also a father of four like

you, then I am sure the White man would have thought seriously (.30)

about/. ..
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about it. But because there is no response, because the 

Black man 'ust keeps quiet and accepts everything, you know, 

prejudice tends to build up against him and certain practices 

become entrenched.

And the beginning of the next paragraph seems to tie in 

with this : "Powerlessness breeds a race of beggars. You 

smile at the enemy and swear at them in the sanctity 

of their toilets, you shout i!baas" willingly through 

the day and call the .7h.ite man a "dog" in their buses

as they go home." ---  (10

Yes, this is what I call the two-faced approach by the Black 

man to 'Vhites. I think we have talked about it already.

3o it is powerlessness that is b a s i c a l y  the problem for 

the Black m a n ? --- Certainly, yes.

And is 3A30 and BPC going to remedy that powerlessness

of the Blacks? ---  Yes.

If I may just look at the next annexure which you apparently 

also were responsible for, the article Focus, : "Ugandan

Asians and the lesson for Us." - Are you aware of this 

article having caused any reaction amongst any section of the (20

community? ---  I think this article was a reaction to some

fellows in Durban, I will call them Indian Nationalists if you 

like, who felt insulted by the Amin incident and who was attempt

ing to suggest to the Indian students within 3A30 thaf'this is 

what is likely to happen to you". Nov/ this was a gentleman 

called "Politikus". He wrote in a particular newspaper, I 

have forgotten the name of the newspaper. How I wrote this 

in response to that, I didn’t just dream one day of writing 

about Amin, but I felt that the historical questions relating

to the Ugandan situation must be explored in an article of this 

nature. fy

* i vb o 'rr,’i •̂  •  •
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I-.aybe you misunderstood my question. '.That I wanted to 

know was ’whether you were aware of this specific article having 

caused any subsequent reaction in any section of the community?

---  I am not aware.

You are not aware of t h a t ? --- No.

Are you aware at all of the editor having replied in any 

later newsletter to any comments which came in as a result of

this article? ---  I am not aware.

N o w  you say if I can turn to more or lens the end of your 

article, you firstly criticise the Indian section of the commu-(lO) 

nity for non-involvement or non-cooperation or collaboration

with the Black s t r u g g l e ? ---’.’/here do I do this?

Well, specifically near the end : "Does it not occur to 

this political ingoramus that the cause of friction 

is precisely the non-involvement of one group during 

the struggle period" - this of course in relation to 

Asians who had been badly treated in Amin's country. "Does 

it not occur to him that if I win independence for 

myself in spite of appalling silence from a potential 

colleague, that I am likely to be suspicious of his (20)

motives when he motivates for an alliance between me

and him after my victory." ---  Yes.

And then of course you close the article with : "The 

merchant class Indian, Coloured and African bourgeoisie 

the writing is on the wall. There is a role for all 

of us in the struggle for our emancipation. Dach one 

of us has an obligation to be as much r>art of the 

struggle as the situation demands. ?or those of us 

who shall have too much to lose when others gain what 

is rightfully theirs, then let us acccpt the fact that

we constitute part of the problem, a part which shall (30)

have/...



have to be dealt with efficiently, painfully, seemingly 

cruelly and yet b o basically logically, that is the

lesson which Amin has taught u s . " ---  Yes.

Now what lesson do you have in mind here which will be 

dealt out with efficiently, painfully, seemingly cruelly and 

so basically logically to any group that does not identify

with this Black struggle of yours? ---  That is the closing

sentence, it does not refer just to the ..(inaudible). It 

refers to the entire thought in the article, namely that what 

Amin has taught us is what I am talking about, I think that (1 0) 

is also the title of the article.

The Ugandan Asians and the lesson for us? ---  That is right.

I don't create the impression that the lesson referred to is 

just in the paragraph above.

Does it refer in part to that paragraph? ---  It refers to

the entire article. Again you have got to read it in context. 

You've got to read all of it.

V/ell then, for got about the last sentence. Just for the 

time being. Confine yourself to what is the lesson which will 

be dealt out with,that will have to be dealt with so efficiently ( 20 

painfully, seemingly cruelly and yet so basically logically?

7/hat will be d o n e ? --- To whom?

To the people who do not identify with the Blacks struggle,

any group, whatever that group may be? Whether it is ...? ---

I don't know, I cannot say specifically what I was thinking 

about at that time, but basically what that sort of paragraph 

refers to is the role that is always played in any form of 

official change by those who have property. If you resist the 

struggle, then you inculcate in the minds of those who are 

struggling an attitude against you, which attitude tends to have (30)
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a telling later on. The g o  are all Blacks I am talking about,

I am talking about Black people, who do not join us in the 

struggle so to speak.

"Iiierchant class Indians, Coloureds and A f r i c a n s w h o  are 

these? But primarily I should imagine the Indians because you

have been referring to the Asians and A m i n ? --- No, this was

specifically stated there, the Indian,Coloured and African 

bourgeoisie, all of them together.

3o it refers to all of them? ---  That is correct.
(1 0)

How are you going to deal with them? ---  I do not know, all

I am saying is that they will allow for a situation where 

attitudes crystalise against them. Okay, in the course, of 

the whole change process. And I am merely warning again that 

that is a problem for which history will find its solution, and 

that solution will be logical in terms of the roles that are 

not played during the struggle. It may very well be cruel to 

them, it may be for instance that they may be - that their 

properties may be confiscated in part, it may be for instance 

that if people did not want to identify with us in the sense
(20)

of becoming South Africans they may be thrown out of the country, 

you know, it may be anything. It just depends on what speci

fically is happening at a particular given time in history.

It is a general statement that.

'.Veil, it is with reference to what Amin has d o n e ? --- Sorry?

It is with reference to what Amin has d o n e ? --- '.That happened

in Uganda is that a particular group in the community did not 

play its role in the evolution of the true Uganda. H o w  if you 

take that and put it in this context, if the middle-class 

Black man, that is the Indian, Coloured anil African, refuses to

play a role, he allows an attitude to develop whore attitudes (3r
build/...
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1-nil 1 lid against him. ITovv in a sense this is a similar thingj . ■—1

to what happened in Uganda. Indians allow?d a situation where 

attitudes built up against them within Uganda. ï/hat I meant 

is it was a popular thing in Uganda, it was not just his 

madness. The African people themselves there were feeling 

the pinch a bit, they were feeling you know insulted by the 

non-participation of the Indian sector there within Ugandan 

affairs. They were saying that the people had banking accounts 

in London, they had all English passports, but exploiting the 

situation in Uganda. This was an explosive situation in the (10' 

first instance that they allowed, you know, over and above 

this attitude, to develop against them. oo by the time they 

were thrown out people were in agreement fully with Amin. They 

may not have agreed with the method, but they agreed with the 

i lea.

Does this lesson which will be dealt out to the groups that 

do not identify tie up at all with your sentiments in the 

previous article where you stated that you!'would not be sur

prised if it proves very difficult to accept that there is

room for all of us at the rendezvous of victory"? ---  No, that (20

is a different; article focusing on a different point altogether.

You don't think the two sentiments sound somewhat ... ---

You can tie them up because they are all words if you like, 

but the focal point was quite different. In the one article 

I was dealing with one aspect, in the other with another.

And how is the reader going to tie them up? ---  They don't

go together in the first place, why must they be tied up?

Gan you - you describe the T7hites in this article too, 

this final article Focus primarily on page 8 of the article,-L X W

the very final page of the indictment, in that paragraph, it (30)

actually/...
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actually begins at the bottom of the previous nage, "TheI

lesson for us is a complex one. Yhite South Africa 

is busy laughing at Amin's antics and seeing him as 

a crazed being. In the process they forget that 

their own actions in this country make Amin's out

burst look like a sermon." ---  Yes.

"Ugandans may have a semblence of the case where they

are made to feel despised in the country of their

birth by the major party of a group of people who

want to see themselves as a ..?.. minority. In (10

South Africa Whites took our country by force long

ago. They took us around like cattle moving us from

one spot to another. They kill us and our children

through creation of squalid conditions leading to

TB, ... malnutrition, robbery, murder, hooliganism,

etc. They destroy our souls through migratory labour,

pass laws, wanton discrimination and racial bigotry.

They beat and kill us occasionally into submission 

at Sharp eville, Langa, Gal van dale, Cato I.Ianor and a 

host of other places. They force us to work as cheap (20 

labour so that they can enjoy the fruits of our labour 

while basking in the sun on our best beaches. Where

on earth do they then get the nerve to laugh at any-
... . «;«. •«.** " * 

body for being cruel and a r a c i a l i s t . " --- That is a very

correct statement of affairs.

And then you say : "For us Blacks there is is a definite 

lesson, there are in this country nearly seven hundred

thousand people of Asian descent." ---  That is right.

How will these two articles, if I may take them, not cause

in the Blacks, and under Blacks now I consider African, (30

Coloured/ . . .



Coloured and Indian? ---  Yes.

A particular hostility towards the 'Vhites? ---  No, they

wouldn’t. I don't see why this article on Asians might call 

hostility to Whites.

Not that paragraph that I have just read to you? ---  No,

this paragraph that you have just read is to indicate that 

there is a lesson for all in what has happened in Uganda.

N o w  if you remember that period there were several editorials 

in all the major newspapers condemning Amin and his methods, 

and almost making a joke of the Ugandan situation. Nov/ what 

I am saying here is that 'White society, instead of castigating 

Amin who is so far away, must look at themselves, look at the 

evils they allow to happen to Blacks in our own society. They 

will find that what is happening in Uganda is puny compared 

you know to what happens to Blacks, and I made reference here 

in a very round way to several incidents like as I say the 

kind of creation of squalid conditions which you get, and this 

keeps on recurring and recurring. We have it now here at 

V/interveld. N o w  there people get murdered by the day. You 

get a report in the press for instance we you are told that 

the weekend was quiet in Soweto, there were only 17 murders.

N o w  this is all because of the standard of living and the 

conditions of living, you know, that flow out of the system, 

the system we are allowed to live under in this country. N o w  

I think if you take all those things together you will find 

that they constitute a gross assault on human dignity, perhaps 

worse than the Ugandan situation. N o w  this is the lesson which 

one must look at, one must compare what is going on here to 

what is going on in Uganda, to be able to see what happens to

society when it is battered.
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In your experience did you find that there was a re

luctance on the part of certain Indians to identify with the

Black struggle? ---  I think this is possible, yes.

Isn't this article likely to scare the daylights out of

them? ---  No, it is likely to explain the logic. You see, this

Ugandan question was being taken out of context and this fear 

for African Nationalism within Black Consciousness vAs being 

spread on by people who have never agreed anyway with this 

kind of coalition between Africans and Indians. Now this 

article is trying to say what happened in Uganda is not just (10 

wanton racialism. ’.That happened in Uganda is logical in terms 

of the history of the people of Uganda, and rather than fear 

what may happen to Indians, an Indian should look at the Ugandan 

situation and get from it encouragement to know that if you 

involve yourself fully with the people it will be accepted, 

because the Indians in Uganda were given several chances 

to take out Ugandan citizenship, they refused. They did not.

So in a sense I am trying to give people a perception into 

inter-race dynamics.

In other words you are submitting that what Amin did is (20

in fact logical? ---  It was logical, yes.

In Annexure 8 ... ---  I am not really commenting on the

precise steps he took. I am talking about just the fact of- say-"" 

ing you go out unless you are a Ugandan by this date.

BY TH5 C 0 U1T: But you make the observation that the newspapers 

report the number of murders in a place like Soweto. Nov/ what

do you say, what is the cause of the murders in Sow to?---  My

Lord, I submit that it is the squalid conditions under which 

we live. V,"nether it is a whole totality of factors ....

Thy do you say that, I mean we hear those cases, and in (30

fact/. . .
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fact the murders are not confined to Soweto. They are all 

over the country? ---  Indeed they are.

But they always start at the beer drink?---  That is correct.

But n ow why do you say that, they are busy enjoying life

when they commit these murders? ---  Veil, you have got to look

beyond the beer, you have got to look at the mentality of the 

man and what forms that mentality. You know, all the 

factors in his life which leads to a situation where he finds 

it very easy to whip out a knife and stick it into another man.

If you have been built up through society properly there must (10) 

be something telling you in your mind that it is wrong to 

whip out a knife and stick it into another man, but somehow 

when you have been battered in your development, your men

tality changes, you become somewhat a sick man, but a sic]-: 
who

man/will live on and on, and goes on to drink beer, and in that 

process stabs another man. N o w  when he gets to court of 

course, the court does not enquire into the sociological environ

ment in which this man grew up. He just enquires where the 

knife came from, where it went to and who put it there. It is 

a very superficial way of looking at it. (20)

rn. ATTw.'liL: Who all knew that you were Frank T a l k ? --- It

has been a very closely guarded secret.

Who k n e w ? --- I think it v/as the editor and the general

secretary.

Who would they have been by any name? ---  Fr. Pityane and

Mr. Moodley.

Nobody else? ---  I am aware that some people could guess

from the style, you know, of writing, but generally .....

Is there something in the style that is peculiar to your 

writing? ---  Anybody who writes regularly develops a style. (30)

T i v  rn t T t? /) -L i 1 • • •
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jY 1113 COURT: Thy did you keep it s e c r e t ? --- I think I have

explained this yesterday, I'y Lord. The main idea was to lot 

people focus on the contents ....

And not on the man, I s e e . --- And not on the man.

T'3. ATT.7T2LL: You are also the author of the article Black -

m-Lhe Definition of Black Consciousness BPC T.l? Thile you are

waiting for the document, speaking purely now in hypothetical 

terms, I.<r. Biko, do you consider that it is feasible to teach 

people bo hate one another and then expect that at some stage 

in the future these people will love one another and get along (1 0 )

with one a n o t h e r ? --- .Veil, I have never experimented in that

sort of thing, I won't be able to give an answer.

Is it feasible or i s n’t i t ? --- I really d o n’t know.

Didn’t you consider that? ---  No.

Have you never considered it? ---  Ho.

Has it never been discussed by DAGO or BPC or anything else?

--- No.

Now will you have a look at this article. Do you identify 

it as one which you drew up? ---  Yes.

Once again the theme about in the third paragraph which (20) 

we referred to previously in your evidence cross-examination, 

that any man who calls a White man "baas", any man who serves 

in the Police Force or Security Branch is ipso facto N o n -’hite?

--- Yes.

And thus not a part - a person who is part of the Black 

struggle? —— Yes.

N ow you then state in the middle paragraph on that page:

"Blacks no longer seek to reform the system, because

o doing implies acceptance of the major points around

which the system 'evolves".--- Yes. (30)

"Blacks/...



and make of it what they wish."

Do you see that? ---  Yes.

"Such a major undertaking can only be realised in an 

atmosphere where people are convinced ...(aeroplane 

drowns voice of iwr. Attwell)."

Did you find those two p a r a g r a p h s ? --- Yes.

N o w  if we can start with that second sentence which I 

quoted to you, "Blacks are out to completely transform the system 

and make of it what they wish", and read it in conjunction with(lO) 

the fact that they no longer seek to reform what exists, but 

a complete transformatiom of the entire system, where does

Q
one find in that a recognition that there will be some semblence 

of Y/hite values left in the future society which you people en

visage? ---  I think you would have to wait for a definition of that

future society and this is what I am saying BPC have finally given, 

you must examine that and perhaps you can get an indication 

within that of what shall be retained.

Y/hat did you envisage when you wrote t h i s ? --- The point

about any political philosophy is that it developos over time. (20) 

N o w  we are speaking here about various systems in the air so 

to speak. Y/e were going to get to a stage, and I think BTC 

has got to that stage now, of beginning to define in detail what 

they want, but a philosophy as I say is never complete over two 

or three months or two years. Some philosophies take twenty 

years, to perfect, before it can be a fortified body of thought. 

Yesterday I understood you to say that when one presses

for certain things you have to have a stance? ---  That is right.

"diat stance would you people have perfected if this is the

type of attitude you people would be adopting? ---  Veil, you would(3
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have to look as I am saying again at the BTC ^olicy, on what 

they want, that is their future state. I d o n’t know if you have

got that document.

You tell me that it has now been defined in the 1974 .... 

(Both speak simultaneously ...) ---  That is right.

documents up to the time the accused were detained? ---  That (10)

is what I am saying, that there is no need for me now to e x t r o p o lc.1t 

and talk in the air. There is an existing document of BPC that 

we could refer to perhaps.
•L  j L  *

Have you seen these subsequent documents you are referring 

to? ---  I've got an idea I read press reports.

Vas there a conference in 1974 in December for BPC? ---  I

d o n’t remember, I think they were disturbed by Hajor Stadler when 

the arrests started.

7/as there any other conference of Blacks akin to the BPC (20)

conference held in or at the end of 1975? ---  There was some

about Black Renaissance.

'/here was t h a t ? --- It was at Hamm an s kraal, I think.

Did you have anything to do ’with t h a t ? --- 7/ell, I spoke

to some of the people that were going there, I did not organise it.

7/hat did you speak to them a b o u t ? --- About the concept of

Black Renaissance.

... y e a r ? --- That is right. 7/ell, BPC is not keeping

itself to this trial, you see, it is just ëveloping along with 

history.

But we are unfortunately confined to what was in these

• • •

/as this the 1975 Conference, yes.

Aid how does the concept of Black Renaissance now differ from

bhe concept of Black Consciousness? It is all related

(30)

'Thy have/
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'Thy have you given it a new term n o w ? --- Black Renaissance

does not refer to an ideology or a philosophy, it is a des

cription of a process.

Have you abandoned the term Black Consciousness now? ---

Those two are related only in content. Black Renaissance refers

4-L/o a process. Black Consciousness refers to ideology.

Has BPC now begun to refer to Black Consciousness as Black 

Renaissance? ---  You don't seem to understand what I am talking

about.

in its latest convention ... ---  I am saying that the two (10)

are not interchangeable. They are in completely different ..

(inaudible).

N o w  surely it was dangerous to give out this type of docu

ment without specifying especially relating to the 'Thite fears

they may be? ---  'That document are you talking about?

?or instance this definition of Black Consciousness and

the future society? — 'That is dangerous here?

In that you seek to transform a system and make of it what 

Blacks wish, and throw overboard virtually everything that is

existing at the moment? ---  I don't find that there at all, I (20)

just find it a statement, a policy statement, of where you ft and.

And did you agree with me that the T/hites basically are

afraid of the Black Consciousness and Black Power Movements? ---

Not all '.Thites are afraid actually.

•Tell, if we can talk about T/hites collectively as you people 

generally do, 'would you say that they were afraid of the Black 

Power and Black Consciousness Movements? ---  I think you are talk

ing collectively now about the majority of 'Thites.

I es :9 ___ I would say the majority of Thites are not even

aware.

I;ot even aware of . . ? --- Of Black Consciousness ( 30)

n o v n. v
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They are not aware of i t ? --- No.

.7as this designed to remedy that situation? —— No, 110, no, 

this was a working paper at a 3AS0 formation school where I was
9

living at seventeen, we used this, this is a working paper, 

all these documents were talks too, this is skeleton thinking, 

the main thing was the lecture. From each -particular paragraph 

you know I could take certain points and talk at length. This 

was not meant for general distribution, it was meant only for 

those people who were there. But even if it was meant for 

general distribution there is nothing dangerous in any of the (1 0) 

assertions that are made here.

BY PHJ COU^T: 7/ell, let us just follow the practice, I think

they have referred to a formation school as a seminar already.

If it is in the nature of a seminar, you come there and you

deliver this paper and then you discuss the views expressed in

this paper, and it is developed and cut down as the case may be?

---  They change, My Lord, some are like that where people read

papers, and group discussions around several points on the papers,

and then they report back. Some are pure training session.

N o w  this one was a pure training session. In other words I was(20)
about

upposed to talk to a group of "-A'JO students / B l a c k  Conscious-t'J)

ness. There were three -papers the first one was The Rationale 

for Black Consciousness, the second v/as the Definition of Black 

Consciousness, and the third one was Practical Implications of 

Black Consciousness all of which were written by me and all of 

which were spoken to by me. And they formed the whole core of 

that training seminar. They were meant in other words for the 

participants. Unless you were at the seminar, a lot of things 

for instance here would be in the air, because this is not a 

full development, although it is called a definition it is not (30)

a full /...
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a full development of what Black Consciousness is all about.

There had to be explanations and these wore done as I was 

talking.

ATTTTLL: I was speaking about the second paragraph on 

page 2 of this document, about the one major force in South 

Africa against which the Black Consciousness approach is pitted,

namely 'Vh.ite racism. Do you see the second p a r a g r a p h ? --- Yes.

"Its greatest ally to date has been the refusal by us

to club together as Blacks because we are told to do

so would be .... (inaudible) ... so while we progres— (1 0)

sively lose ourselves in a world of colourlessness

and a morphous? common humanity, Thites are deriving

pleasure and security and entrenching 'Thite racism

and further exploiting the minds and bodies of the

unsuspecting Blacks masses." ---  Yes.

"Their agents are ever present among us, telling us 

that it is immoral to withdraw into a cocoon and that 

dialogue is the answer to our problem, but it is un

fortunate that there is White racism in some qua'ters, 

but you must understand that things are changing. These (20) 

in fact are the greatest racists because they refuse 

to credit us with intelligence to know what we want.

Their intentions are obvious, they want to be barometers 

by which the rest of the White society can measure feel

ings in the Black world." - 

H o w  the dialogue that is referred to there, to which you have 

objected, do you see the dialogue there? They tell you that

dialogue is the answer? ---  Yes.

H o w  what dialogue are you rejecting there? ---  If you look

at the total of that you will see if you look closely at that (30) 
/

that t h i s / . . .
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that this refers to multi-racial bodies.

I'ulti-racial b o d i e s ? --- Yes.

How do you see that that is a reference to multi-racial

bodies there, can you just tell u s ? --- I a'i talking about

agents, right, moving amongst us, they tell us that dialogue 

is the answer, in another words we must not clothe ourselves 

in a cocoon, we must avail ourselves for a mixture with 

Whites in a multi-racial organisations.

Their agents, who is that a reference to? ---  I am talking

about .Vhite society. (10) 

'Vhite s o c i e t y ? --- Yes.

" .. are ever nresent telling us that it is immoral 

to withdraw into a cocoon and that dialogue is the

answer." ---

That is correct.

M o w  dialogue, is that the same as bargaining? ---  Ho.

Hot? ---  Hot at all.

Here you are putting out that 7/hit es are telling you that

dialogue and talking is the a n s w e r ? --- I am just talking about

Liberals who gets in amongst us and criticises us for being (20) 

on our own and who say that we must get back into rr.ulti-racial 

organisation because this is the way ahead, and that we must 

encourage a mixture within our levels, so that we can unde"- 

stand each other and so on and so on. All the arguments that 

the Liberals put out.

Is there a reference to Liberals here in those words? ---

Ho, I have not -nut in those - I mean I can choose to put it in,

I just ohose to put it in this form, that is all. (Indistinct).

/hy in this form? ---  This is what I was thinking while I

was writing, Kr. Attwell. (30)

To c l o s e / . . .
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íO close that paragraph off, the last sentence : "Sure 

there are a few good Whites, just as much as there are 

a few bad Blacks. But what we are concerned with 

here is group attitudes and group politics. The

9
exception does not make the lie a rule, it merely sub

stantiates i t .” -In other words there are a few good Whites?

---  There are a few good Whites.

There are a few good Whites? ---  The statement here suggest

that there are a few good Whites.

If there are a few good Whites it means that most of them (1 0)

are bad? ---  In attitude, yes.

And you are going to change them with dialogue, with bar

gaining? ---  We shall change society and p e o l e’s attitudes will

change.

How are you going to change this bad lot of Whites? Who 

see no good in the Blacks? And you don't want to talk and 

dialogue is a waste of time? How are you going to change that?

---  If you change society you regulate people's habits. If

you regulate people's habits in a particular way you know, they 

are changing their habits, you begin to change their attitudes.(20) 

This is our answer to it all. The only answer is to change 

society.

Look at the second last paragraph on that page : "The 

future South Africa in the case where Blacks adopt Black 

Consciousness is the subject for concern especially among 

initiates. 7/hat do we do when wo have attained our 

Consciousness, do we propose to kick Whites out." - 

H o w  if I may stop there for a moment, why did you raise that

consi leration in this a r t i c l e ? --- It is because of - in as

much is this is a — this question you are asking mo now, it (30)

was asked/...
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was asked at that tine by a Liberal, a person who was arguing

against our point of view.

By Blacks t o o ? --- IIo.

Wa s n’t this a paper read at the formation school? ---  That

is correct.

7/here Blacks a t t e n d e d ? --- That is correct.

So was it in answer to any doubts or fears that . . . --- IIo,

it was not directed at Blacks, it was answers, the people who 

were there with answers, when you have a philosophy you have 

to have answers to questions that may be put by anybody. (1 0)

So wo must assume that that is in fact for the '7h.ites bene-

V

fit? This particular little piece" ---  How do you mean the

Whites' benefit?

This is for the '.'/hiton, especially the 'Tliite L i b e r a l s ? ---

" That do we propose to do"? ---  Yes.

Is that; ri.-lit?--- I am talking to Blacks to bo able to

explain to any man, right, when he asks mo, and I am saying 

that the people who were asking the questions at the time anyway 

were Liberals.

N o w  obviously then it was a matter of concern to you people(2<. 

about what would happen to T/hites? "/hen you people came to 

your bargaining and the ultimate rendezvous of victory, or

whatever you want to call it? ---  I don't know what is the

question which I have to answer?

It was a concern to SASO and BPC? ---

That was going to happen at that stage? ---  ’Ye wore worried

about society.

And society is made up of members from all different sorts 

of people? ---  That is correct.

And it was obviously therefore a factor which you people (3 0,

consic
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considered because it was a matter of contention? Certainly%J

amongst certain sections about what was going to happen to 

certain sections? ---  Yes.

H o w  if I put it to you that the position of -Vhites in 

your contemplated society of the future is extremely vague at

the best, what would you say to that? ---  I would refer you to

3PC policy as I have been doing for the past hour.

This policy which was adopted at this last conference 

which you just spoke of? ---  That is correct, yes.

But Lrr. Biko, is that good enough? ---  It must be good (10)

enough because as I said to you an organisation develops over 

years, a philosophy develops over years. I cannot when you 

are asking me now confine myself to the pre-1973 era, okay, I 

have got to refer to developments within BPC. I must not 

sit here and postulate. It has happened, they have defined 

a bit you know clearer.

Now is it purely fortuitous that a couple of months after 

the accused or a year after the accused were arrested, BPC

got down to deciding what was going to happen to the '.Vhites?---

I would say that as far as I am concerned BPC is not guided by(20) 

what happens here. They are not going to wait for these men 

to be released. They just continue. I think this is a time 

in their history where they are n o w  in a position to make 

certain logical expositions of this aspect of their philosophy.

7/hat has happened to make them now be able to do t h i s ? --- It

is vory idea because of environmental factors, the whole sort 

of political system is — throughout Southern Africa is vibrant 

with change right now. BPC may want to declare what they are 

saying - I d o n’t know what the reason is, I am just like you 

on the ... (witness drops his voice and speaks indistinctly). (3

/U t i 1 j/...

J
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But it was still obviously a matter of concern to you,

it was a question that was raised? ---  Yes.

And n ow you have sought to answer it here, and I put it 

to you that that position was sketched very vaguely by BFC, 

certainly at the time you drew up this document and I submit

until the time the accused were arrested? ---  This was not for

BPC or for It was just in aid of understanding the

philosophy of Black Consciousness.

I am submitting it to you that 'JA30 and BPC were extremely 

vague up until the time that these accused were arrested about(lO)

what the answer to that question was? At the very bent? ---

Yes.

At the very best? ---  Yes.

N o w  let us see what your answer to that question was which 

you saw fit to raise here. .That was your answer to this ques

tion? Read it there after what you said there? 7/hat were

you supposed to do, what ... ---  I don't think I even attempted

to answer it.

N o w  why not? ---  I was just talking about attitudes to this
(20)

question. I was not talking about the answer to that question. 

'That is the answer you give here, will you read it to

the c o u r t ? --- "Do you propose to kick out 'Thites? Te have

defined what we mean by true integration and the very 

fact such a definition as this does illustrate what 

our standpoint is."

Carry on? ---  ".... we are much more concerned about

what is happening now than what will happen in future.

The future will always be shaped by the sequence of 

present day events."

N ow what sort of answer was that to a llay anybody's (30)
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cars? --- C a n’t you road - this is defined in 3V.JO

manifesto which lefined integration at length. H o w  all those 

people who were there are quite aware of what is said about

integration in the ~>A30 manifesto, 

it, I did not attempt to answer this.

I did not want to repeat

I put it to you that the 3A3P rolicy manifesto is very 

vague about what is going to happen to the '.Vhites?--- In re

lation ... ?

ooAbout what is going to happen to the '.Vhites?--- Let u

talk about it, produce it. (1 0)

Well, you seem to know it, tell us first ... ---  If you

produce it then I will refer you to what I am talking about.

Right, we will have a look at the 3A3P policy manifesto.

BY TILL1 COUPlT: Are we getting anywhere, Mr. Attwell? He says 

here what will happen in the future, he says the future will 

always be shaped by the sequence of present-day events.

I.'R. ATT.7'ILL: And that future is never defined, Try Lord.

BY TH.'1! CPU TP: Veil, he says it depends on the sequence of the 

present-day events. He does not know, there are a lob of 

variables, be does not know how it will develop. He is not a(?P) 

prophet.

HR. ATT'.VALL: No, My Lord, I submit that these people have 

worked - that it will I hope appear from what I am driving at 

in a minute. I have put certain propositions to the witness, 

but what I - the gist of my argument is that these people have 

created a situation, one in which they foresee difficulties, 

and possibilities, such as they even raised themselves, and then

they provide no answers thereto. They created a difficult and

dangerous situation and then they leave what is going to happen

just in the air. (3P)

’.hat would/. ..
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BY T H '1 0<r'UTT: That would you have done if you were in 

their position, what would you hove done?

I.T i. ATT.T ILL: Veil, M y  Lord, I submit that they have in 

certain circumstances illustrated - I said for tho witness’s 

benefit that at best they made it va^ue. And that is what

the witness has done here I am submitting. ---  'Veil, I referred

to integration as defined there. Let us net down to that 

definition - that integration definition.

That is SAfJO P. 2, My Lord, the ;JA30 Manifesto, the policy

manifesto. ---  Yes. N o w  if you look at point 5 there. (10)

"GAoO believes that the concept of integration can never 

be realised in an atmosphere of suspicion and mistrust. 

Integration does not been an assimilation of Blacks into 

an already e s t a b l i s h e d ..... ? ...... drawn up and moti

vated by V/liite society. Integration implies full 

participation by individuals in a given society and 

proportionate contribution to the joint culture of 

the society by all constituent groups." - 

.•And I think this lays out quite clearly ^ATJO’s outlook to the 

future society. It also lays out the position of the White (20) 

man in that society. He is an individual free in society 

who contributes like any other man to the joint culture of the 

society. It answers that question whether we kick out Thites 

or not.

You said earlier on in the SASO policy manifesto under 

point 3 : "That the '.Thites have defined themselves as part 

of the problem and that therefore the Thites must be 

excluded during your struggle."

You have also stated in BPC documents that your stance will always

be pro-Black? It also states here on page 2 that a truly open (3

society/...

■) r



society can only be achieved by Blacks, \nd that Black

values would be paramount. That is your argument? ---  It is

stated clearly here that there will be proportionate contri

bution to the joint culture by all those who form up the 

society, that moans that Vhite people will be included, Blacks 

will be included, and all of us will contribute rcnortionaly 

to the joint culture of our society. And this exists in 

S A S O’s policy manifesto which is themost important document 

of UAoO. It is a categorical statement of what "!\30 believes 

the future society is going to be like. rjo you cannot say (1 0 ) 

for a moment that we are ambivalent about it. .7c are quite 

clear about it.

7/ere the same sort of things expressed in B F C ? --- They

express it n o w  I am telling you. It took .'AGO two years to 

come up with this policy manifesto, from 1969 up to 1971. It 

took BPC about the same sort of time to come up with their policy 

manifesto which came up last year. It taker; time for any 

organisation to come up with a clear line, because you have 

got to work it through the thinking of the organisation.
Vs J  J  C J

They have first got to see what their members feel? ---  (20)

And I don’t think :;\>0 was thinking about this trial when they
t

drew this up.

I think they possibly were because I think they are being

very vague? ---  I don't find it vague, I find it stark clear.

It may be vague to you but that is because you just refuse to 

accopt ....

This was a very early document of GASO’s, not so? ---  That

is correct.

1971. Are you able to state that this forms still the

basis of 7' V'.01 s . . . --- I have no reason to believe that it (30)

has been/. ..
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has been changed, I said g o  yesterday.

But since your banning you have not had an aw Cul lot to do

with 3A30? ---  That is correct.

Now if we can look at this bargaining rrocess you people 

talk about. I gathered from your evidcnce-in-chief that you 

said it would not necessarily be at a specific noint in time?

--- Yes.

That it may be a long p r o c e s s ? --- Yes.

How how does that tie up with statements like : "?or 

too long have we been quiet, it is time we made our demands. (1 0) 

Stand up, Black man, the time is now, break the chains,

liberation is inevitable." ---

'.Veil, you have to look at all those statements in their context 

if you are going to interpret them, but what I did say was ....

!'Tlie day of reckoning is at hand ... " --- I prefer to

put it positively, as I nut it yesterday, to say that the 

bargaining process has started. It may have started ..(wit

ness drops his voice) .. "Pressure is being applied in some 

spheres" - alright, in the whole sporting sphere for instance 

Black society is collectively applying pressure on Vhite (20)

society and Thite society is giving in. This is part of the 

whole process of bargaining. You can't date it and say it 

shall start on the 1st of 3eptember 2003, you know, it starts 

right now, it just continually intensifies and takes a parti

cular direction along with history.

BY TII3 CPU .IT: I think the point that Counsel is really trying 

to make is this. That if you decide on a policy and you don't 

really stipulate how the policy is to be achieved eventually 

don't you then by implication leave it to the people responsible 

to give effect to that policy to adopt whatever means they wish(30)

t o /.. .
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to adont? I mean, is there anything to r> re vent a supporter 

of BPC or a supporter of ';AdO to resort to the means referred 

to by Counsel? ---  I think, T'y Lord, what I am trying to sug

gest here is that the logical development of BPC could not 

have been concluded within the time referred to by Counsel.

The point at issue being that any political organisation or 

political party takes a long time to crystalise its philosophy.

That BPC was concerned with right at the begnning was to 

collect for herself membership. IIow the whole inflections 

in politics which will ultimately result in a very well (1 0)

defined statement of where they are going would take time 

inevitably. It would need to go through debate, so that 

what I am trying to change in the allegation from I'r. Attwell 

is the thinking that BPC policy has developed its final con

clusion and the vagueness that is there as lie suggests is 

intentional. The point is that when these men were arrested 

they were arrested<iuring a development.

Assuming n ow it is not intentional, i s n’t \t pointless in 

that if you - you have to find your objectives toward liberation, 

at 1 jast in total change, now you d o n’t say how tha' is to (20) 

be achieved apart from the conscientisation. H o w  assuming 

now collaborators in the process of conscientisation adopts 

a means which really has the effect ultimately to create a 

hostile power bloc, now can you say it was excluded in the 

original plan in which you have formulated your objectives?

---  I think any action which anyone takes on behalf of BPC

would have to be traceable to decisions by BPC. I d o n’t think 

there is anything in BPC documents which suggests that this 

type of action which you call - and which may lea.] let us say (30)

L O /  m * .
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to an upheaval must bo taken. 3ut I think where it is silent 

it is left to the Executive to interpret, but I think the 

processes have always been crystalising and the whole direction 

of BPC has been traceable to those who are very close to the 

Llovement.

Yes, assuming n ow you decided as a policy to make use of 

pamphlets to conscientise people, and then the people who are 

responsible for the pamphlets they use extravagant language 

and perhaps create a hostile - well, can create ultimately a 

hostile power bloc, now wouldn’t that be. within the contem- (10 

plation of "5.130 or BPC, who decided merely 021 the objectives

without saying what the people may say in the pamphlets? ---

One could also make the other postulation F'y Lord, that in

stead of - there are several methods a man would ....

State the other point, I just want to see how it affects 

my point? ---  Sorry?

Just make the other point, you say that may be the other 

... ---  Yes, you are quoting an example ....

Yes, 210w I want you to quote, I want to test my example

against yours? ---  Right, Iam saying that one could also in the (20

course of distributing pamphlets send out another message for 

instance which is quite contrary to the thinking of BPC, you 

know, he can say for instance that ....

The one can rule the other one out? ---  Yes, here is a

pamphlet, be a good preacher and d o n’t complain if Thites kick you.

Yes, but now if you d o n’t have that sort of pamphlet, 

it was a very good point you were making, but now just assuming

you d o n’t have that sort of pamphlets, . . . --- 'That type of

pamphlet are we talking about, Fly Lord?

The one that you have in mind? I can see your point, the (3r-

point,/. ..
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point that I am putting to you is that if you d o n’t circum

scribe the means by which you have to attain the objective, 

then by implication you can authorise your supporters to use

whatever means they think would be suitable means? ---  Yes,

that is correct.

N ow I give you an illustration where they use extravagant 

language and can create a'hostile majority, you give me the 

illustration where they just do the opposite, they use - well, 

soft language, and they try and keep the neople quiet, in order 

to achieve that object? oo you have two contradictory means. (1 0' 

---  That is correct.

N ow of course I can see then the one m i l  eliminate the 

other and you can - well it destroys the point in a way which

I put to you originally, ... ---  I see the hypothetical point

and one can make it either way.

Yes, but now to try and come back to my point again, but 

n ow if you d o n’t have the type of pamphlet which you envisage, 

and you have the type of pamphlet which I envisage, now wouldn’t 

that be an indication then that that is the type of thing which 

3AS0 and BPC implied? ---  Yes, well, you see .... (20)

If your circumstances intervenes then of course then of 

course it will show that it wasn't within that contemplation 

and it wasn't implied, because the opposite also applies? ---  Yes.

But now if you don't have an example of the opposite, 

then there is no evidence to show that the intention was not to 

have the instance that I mentioned to you? ---  That is correct.

.Veil, do you follow the r e a s o n i n g ? --- I follow your

reasoning. But are there suggestions that there are in fact 

pamphlets from oASO which hold your line?

No, no, well you see, I am just trying to - you see, he (30J

o /  • • •
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is putting a point to you. H o w  perhaps you can deal with his 

point because now I an: making you aware of what the value of

his point can be. ---  Yes. Now, could you direct me back to

what you are asking?

LI-i. ATTï.’dLL: I wonder whether I still remember my point.

3Y Till" C O U R T : You see, he used a lot of words and those words 

he could only explain ... Oh yes, that is correct.

find those words he could only have extracted from the 

pamphlets, because they don’t appear on any policy documents?

---  That is correct. (10)

UR. ATTWELL; That is right, I referred you to the question of 

bargaining which you suggested would not take place at a certain 

point of time, but which would continue, and I said to you how 

does that fit in with statements like : "i'he time to stand

up is now, the time to fight is now. The day of reckon

ing with the Fascists is at hand." - That type of thing?

--- Ho,- it is all political language, as I said to you, in

politics there is a certain poetic type license which makes you 

you know, use language, in order to put your point across.

In other words you want people to listen, you want people to (20) 

come and join you now, right? You talk like you have just 

been talking in an effort to impress upon people the urgency 

of the need for membership to grow. I d o n’t think I would 

attach any particular feelings against statements like that,

I mean they are really minor. "The time for action is now",

that action may be comé and join BPC, it does not mean anything, 

it does not mean war like you might be mistakenly thinking. It 

does not mean anything.

Would it have to be read in its context? ---  Jorry?

Would it have to be read in its context? ---  He would be (30)

able to/...



able to listen to the man speaking.

No, if it was in a document which merely said "The time 

to stand up is now, for too long have we been quiet"? How 

would you interpret that if it was not defined? If it was 

not said "This is a call for membership, will all people roll

up ... ---  (Both speaking simultaneously) ... I would regard

that as political demagogy, you know, any political demagog 

would use that sort of term. I mean I would imagine a Nationalist 

Party man could stand up and say the same thing. It does not 

necessarily mean that these expressions belong to BPC. Any (10) 

politician uses that kind of statement.

The other point I want to make at this stage is, do you 

agree with me that the impression created by the documents is

one of a physical or quasi-physical confrontation? ---  I would

not agree with that.

Between .Thites and B l a c k s ? --- 1 would not agree with that.

You see, one comes across the expressions like : "The 

time to fight is now, the time to stand up is now," - 

as I said"the day of reckoning with the Fascists is it 

hand"? ---  Yes, you read this - have you read this as (20)

"veg"?

Before you ask me questions let me just finish here.

The total - for instance is Dr. Mokoape said : "There is only 

one road and that is total unadulterated revolution." ---

Yes.

"The ..?.. of battle, the battle lines are drawn," - that 

type of thing. When one gets that sort of language, would you 

agree with me that the image you get is suggestive of a physical 

con . . . ---  I think it is a very tenuous logic in the way 'that'"'

you try and read terrorism into those woyds you know. These (30)

are all/...



are all words which occur in any sort of sneech by any
%

politician, it just depends on the context of the smooch and 

the ..?.. of the man.

And that is the sort of language which was going to be 

dished up to the Block man who is dissatisfied, he is aware of 

the shortcomings in the system, who already feels whatever he

does feel for the Yhite man? ---  The plain end in always to get

him to join BPC. I think this is the most important thing about 

most of the addresses, to get people to join BPC. You know, 

whatever the man says in defining what the problem is, it is (1 0 ) 

just to define that we have a common stand, and because of the 

common stand let's stand together, let's join BPC. And this 

is normally the resulting action at the end of a meeting.

Are you aware of the so-called Community Sketch in SABO?

It is also known as the three CCC's? ---  The three CCC's? I

have seen that sort of thing in literacy.

It concerns the approach by SAGO to be adopted to different 

people with different opinions? ---  I have seen it in literacy,yes.

"/hat do you understand by the three C C C’s? I just want to
(20)

try and find out if it is the same thing I have in mind? --- This

is the analysis of available means of actions.

Yes, what does it signify? ---  One C is cooperation, or

collaboration, the other one is a campaign of conscientisation 

and the other one is confrontation.

Vas this ... ---  All of which are means of gaining the

same goal. In other words when you have got a goal you can look 

at available means of gaining that through that kind of analysis.-

.Vas this ever adopted by 3 A S 0 ? --- In literacy, yes.

In l i t e r a c y ? --- Yes. For instance if people..vvant to build

a dam, this may be the kind of example they use for instance, 

if you want to build a dam, you look at ways and means of (30)

bud 1 linrr /.. .
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building that dam. N ow that dia-ram, the three CCC's, is an
for an d

analysis of the forces which are /against you, in other words 

you can confront the people with the idea or you can seek to 

get it out of the people through conscientising them or you 

can seek their cooperation you know in building the dam.

You know, this is just some sort of example. But this is the 

context in which it was used in literacy.

I am not quite sure I follow your last reasoning. Isn't 

it referring to the ... ---  If you can give me anything to out

line the system, then I can analyse it better. (1 0) 

Well, perhaps I can just put it to you, it is in a SASO 

document, I-iy Lord, if I can refer Your Lordship to SASO G.4 

which was presented at the third question ...?... General Students 

Council, the South African Students Organisation, on page 167 

to 163 of the document. In fact you have a sketch in fact on 

page 168, perhaps I could find it for you. There is a drawing 

of this sketch which is called a Community Sketch. It refers 

basically to three groups, those that would agree with you, the 

agreeing group, the apathetic group in the middle and those who

disagree with you on the right. ---  That is right. (20)

And then it seems to suggest that there should be three 

different approaches, than one applicable to each of these three 

groups. Those that agree with your proposals or ideas you 

would collaborate with, those that are apathetic towards your 

ideas and who are sitting on the fence so to say, you would

conscientise? ---  Yes.

And those who disagree with your approach you v/ould con

front? --- Yes.

Now all I really want to know is whether this approach was 

alopted by SASO? ---  No, I have only met this in literacy, I was

not at this conference. (30)

No, I/...
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No, I appreciate you weren't at this conference. You 

can't s a y ? --- No.

BY Tl-IJ CPU AT: Actually if I remember the documents correctly 

you people were confronted with the problem of communication, 

and it was suggested that if you have a sympathetic group then 

you would collaborate with them. If you have an. apathetic 

group you would try and conscientise them to your point of view.

If youhave a disagreeing group well, you first try and infiltrate 

the group and direct that particular group, or else if you can't 

get anywhere with them in that way, then you just confront them?(lO)

--- I am not aware of this, I'.Iy Lord, most of this .. after

my time.

Anyway, I suppose these are the tactics that you people

... ---  I think it is in the way we use this particular thing

which is called the three CCC's, it was in the context of an
exerci se,

intellectual/- you know, when .you are looking at problems how do 

you go about solving your problems. It is part of what you call 

problem solving.

Li:£. ATT//ELL: To pick up where His Lordship touched on at the 

moment, there are indications that groups should be infiltrated (20) 

and re-directed and if one did not get anywhere destroy it in 

fact as some of the documents seem to suggest? Was that ever

done in your time, do you know of ... ---  That is not our

policy, not in BPC policy as I know.

Because I have in mind a 3 A GO document. V/as that ever done 

to your knowledge, do you know about it? —— 'Veil, that is a 

very wide question. I cannot say in A A'JO there was never in

filtration of another group by somebody, but I don't think it 

existed as a policy approach.

I.ly Lord, I will be going on to a slightly different point.

m i
m i s  may be a convenient stage to adjourn. (30)
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